#10 Summarize the strengths and weakness of the Teaching Fellow. In what ways was their teaching effective and in
what ways could their teaching be improved?
Instructor: Incerti, Trevor
Responses for Instructor: 7
Declined to Answer Question: 2
Respondent

Answer
This Teaching Fellow was extremely helpful when it came to coding and answering questions on the materials covered in class. It was clear

1387005

this Fellow cared about what we were learning and getting out of the course, and he was always willing to help us get to the point where we
felt comfortable with our understanding.

1387144

Trevor was also a wonderful TA. He was extremely helpful with r coding during his section and office hours sessions, especially for those
who've had less experience or haven't done it in a while. No weaknesses.
Like Angele, Trevor made himself available throughout the semester both to help with nuts and bolts issues of coursework and to provide
valuable insights about the methods sequence, the discipline as a whole, and real-life use cases of the material covered in class. Given my

1396184

tendencies to get myopic about problem sets and exams, these discussions were a useful reminder that we are all working toward something
more than the final exam. That said, Trevor was also immensely helpful with more immediate concerns like problem sets and exams; his
coding tips and notes were usually the difference between success and failure in my work. Trevor is an exceptional instructor in quant
methods.

1413765

The TF is quite friendly and understanding; he offered tremendous and useful help during office hours and knew how to communicate with us
to alleviate our concerns and pressures.

1414038

Amazing TA!

1414676

Trevor did a very good job in grading and answering questions in office hours. I truly enjoyed having him as my TA.

1415071

Strengths - Very good at explaining how to code in R.
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